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Abstract— Phase-modulated continuous wave (PMCW) has
been widely regarded as a promising modulation scheme for
radar systems, e.g., in highly automated driving (HAD) appli-
cations. Although the so-called outer coding can efficiently
enable the multiple-input–multiple-output (MIMO) operation of
PMCW-based radar systems, the yielded processing gain in this
multiplexing approach may be reduced at increasing Doppler
shifts. In this context, this letter introduces a normalized Doppler
shift parameter that enables predicting the Doppler-shift-induced
degradation of the processing gain in a MIMO-PMCW radar sys-
tem. Finally, simulation and measurement results confirm the use-
fulness of the introduced parameter in desigining MIMO-PMCW
radars.

Index Terms— Doppler-shift tolerance, multiple-input–
multiple-output (MIMO), outer coding, phase-modulated
continuous wave (PMCW), radar sensing.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN THE context of highly automated driving (HAD), phase-
modulated continuous wave (PMCW) appears as an attrac-

tive alternative to enable efficient digital radar sensing [1]–[3]
and radar-communication (RadCom) operation [4]–[8] at the
cost of moderate hardware requirements [9] compared to, e.g.,
orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) [10],
[11], while also posing high data rate and storage
requirements [12].

To enable multiple-input–multiple-output (MIMO) opera-
tion and consequently direction of arrival (DoA) estima-
tion [13], PMCW radar systems can, e.g., use orthogonal
pseudorandom binary sequences (PRBSs) [8], [14]–[16] or
encode the same PRBS with distinct codewords at each
transmit channel [8], [14], [15], [17]. While the first approach
yields poor isolation [15], the latter attains a high level
of isolation among perfectly synchronized transmit channels
at low to moderate Doppler shifts. However, the need for
multiple PRBS repetitions to obtain a single range profile
in this scheme may result in a noncoherent sum of PRBS
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repetitions during both accumulation and decoding due to
Doppler-shift-induced phase rotations. In this sense, not only
the maximum unambiguous velocity must be constrained
while parameterizing a MIMO-PMCW radar system but also
the Doppler shift tolerance of accumulation and decoding must
be considered. This letter addresses this issue by introducing a
normalized Doppler shift parameter that takes into account key
aspects of a MIMO-PMCW radar system independently of the
adopted PRBS. This enables a straightforward prediction of the
resulting degradation of the processing gain of accumulation
and decoding.

II. MIMO-PMCW RADAR SYSTEM MODEL

Let a MIMO radar system consist of an in-band full
duplex (IBFD) radio frequency (RF) device, in which orthog-
onal PMCW signals are transmitted by P ∈ N+ transmit
antennas and reflections off targets are captured by Q ∈ N+
receive antennas. In this system, each transmit signal con-
sists of weighted repetitions of a NPRBS-length binary PRBS,
NPRBS ∈ N+, with a chip or sampling rate of Fs samples per
second that modulate a carrier of frequency fc � Fs.

To ensure orthogonality among the P transmit signals, outer
coding is adopted [8], [14], [15], [17]. Consequently, each
transmit channel transmits P coded sets of A ∈ N+|A > 1
repetitions of the adopted PRBS to ultimately generate a
single range profile after radar signal processing at the
receiver side. The resulting sequence from the P coded sets
is henceforth called a block. In this context, the encoding
at the pth transmit channel in the considered outer-coding-
based MIMO scheme consists of multiplying each of the P
aforementioned sets by its respective element of the Hadamard
codeword cp ∈ {−1, 1}P×1, p ∈ {0, 1, . . . , P − 1}. The code-
words cp are defined such that cp1 T cp2 = P ∀ p1 = p2 and
cp1 T cp2 = 0 ∀ p1 �= p2 for p1, p2 ∈ {0, 1, . . . , P − 1}, and
can be simply extracted from the pth row of the Hadamard
matrix C ∈ {−1, 1}P×P , which requires mod (P, 4) = 0
for P > 2 and, typically, that P , P/12, or P/20 is a
power of 2. Assuming that the aforementioned constraints are
satisfied in the considered MIMO-PMCW radar system, the
A repetitions of the adopted PRBS in each of the P PRBS
blocks are required for two reasons: 1) to increase the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) via accumulation at the receiver and
2) to enable compensation for eventual phase breaks between
consecutive blocks weighted by different elements of cp. The
aforementioned compensation consists of discarding the first
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out of each A PRBS repetitions in each block [8], [17] similar
to the cyclic prefix (CP) principle in OFDM [18].

Without loss of generality, it is assumed that a sin-
gle block is transmitted. Omitting power factors, the
discrete-time domain sequence x p[η] ∈ C, containing
the block of the pth transmit channel, is expressed for
η ∈ {0, 1, . . . , P ANPRBS − 1} as in (1), shown at the bottom
of the page. There, c p

� ∈ {−1, 1} is the � th element of cp,
� ∈ {0, 1, . . . , P − 1}. Additionally, ψ[n] ∈ {−1, 1} is the
PRBS defined for n ∈ {0, 1, . . . , NPRBS − 1}, and rect(ξ) is
the rectangular function taking the value 1 for ξ ∈ [0, 1)
and 0 otherwise. After digital-to-analog (D/A) conversion on
x p[η], the resulting continuous-time domain signal undergoes
analog conditioning, up-conversion to the carrier frequency
fc, and transmission by the pth transmit antenna. Next, it is
without loss of generality considered that the resulting signal
is reflected off a single point target that has range Rq,p and
relative radial velocity vq,p w.r.t. the pth transmit and qth, q ∈
{0, 1, . . . , Q−1}, receive antennas. The captured reflection by
the qth receive antenna undergoes analog conditioning and
analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion in an I/Q receiver, resulting
in the sequence yq[η] ∈ C as in (2), shown at the bottom of the
page. In this equation, αq,p is the attenuation factor defined by
the antenna gains, radar cross section (RCS) of the point target,
and the propagation loss experienced in the overall traveled
path of length Rq,p from the pth transmit antenna to the point
target and back to the qth receive antenna. Furthermore, c0

denotes the speed of light in vacuum in meters per second, and
f q,p
D = 2vq,p/λc (with λc = c0/ fc denoting the carrier wave-

length) is the Doppler shift induced in the signal reflecting off
the point target. Moreover, φq,p ∈ R|φq,p

h = −2π(Rq,p/λc) is
the carrier phase associated with the pth transmit and qth
receive channels and the point target, which is exploited for
DoA estimation. Finally, z[η] is the additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN). Further typical processing steps to yield a
single range profile associated with the pth transmit and qth
receive channels in the MIMO-PMCW radar system comprise:
serial-to-parallel (S/P) conversion, accumulation of A − 1 out
of each A PRBS repetitions, decoding, and correlation with
the adopted PRBS.

An important aspect in the MIMO-PMCW radar system is
their robustness to Doppler shifts, which induce the following
impairments: 1) degradation of both main lobe and sidelobe
levels of the obtained range profile via correlation with the
adopted PRBS [16] and 2) noncoherent sum of sequence
repetitions during accumulation and decoding. The first effect
depends on the adopted PRBS and is therefore not discussed
in further detail. This letter focuses on the latter impairment,

which is independent of the chosen PRBS. In this sense, the
resulting vector rq,p ∈ CNPRBS×1 from S/P conversion, accu-
mulation, and decoding with the codeword cp, associated with
the pth transmit channel, on yq[η] has its nth element rq,p

n as
expressed in (3), shown at the bottom of the page. An analysis
of this equation reveals that the yielded processing gain via
accumulation and decoding is

Gp = | ∑P−1
�=0

∑A−1
a=1 ej2π f q,p

D (aNPRBS+� ANPRBS)/Fs |2
P(A − 1)

(4)

for any adopted PRBS. The absolute value of the sum of
complex exponentials in (4) yields a maximum value of
P(A − 1) when all complex exponentials add coherently,
which only happens for f q,p

D = 0 Hz. Furthermore, the
numerator and denominator of (4) represent the factors by
which accumulation and decoding increase the power of the
signal and the AWGN contributions, respectively, of (3) w.r.t.
their counterparts in (2). In this context, Section III introduces
a normalized Doppler shift parameter, through which the
degradation of Gp can be predicted.

III. NUMERICAL AND MEASUREMENT RESULTS

To perform a generic Doppler shift tolerance analysis, a sim-
ilar parameter to the frequency resolution in OFDM-based
systems [8], [19] is used. For PMCW, it is redefined as


 f � Fs/NPRBS (5)

or 
 f � 1/TPRBS, where TPRBS = NPRBS/Fs is the time
duration in seconds of a single PRBS repetition.

Fig. 1(a)–(d) presents the simulated degradation of Gp due
to Doppler shifts w.r.t. its maximum achievable value P(A−1)
for different combinations of repetitions for accumulation
and numbers of transmit channels, i.e., A ∈ {2, 16, 128, 1024},
P ∈ {2, 4, 8, 16}. The normalization of Doppler shifts fD by

 f/(P A) in the horizontal axis is due to the time duration
of Tblock = P ANPRBS/Fs = P A/
 f in seconds of a block.
In all cases, very similar Doppler-shift-dependent degradations
of Gp are experienced, with slight deviations when both P and
A are small. It is worth highlighting that the MIMO-PMCW
radar system with increasing P and A values experience
higher degradations of Gp in terms of absolute Doppler shift
values fD in comparison to an almost identical degradation
when looking at normalized Doppler shifts fD/[
 f/(P A)].
Nevertheless, increasing P and A values tend to yield higher
Gp, in particular for slow-moving targets since Gp → P(A−1)
for fD → 0 according to (4). The deviations in the processing
gain degradations in Fig. 1 are explained by the need to discard

x p[η] =
P−1∑
�=0

c p
�

A−1∑
a=0

ψ
[
η�] rect

(
η�

NPRBS

)
, η� = η − a NPRBS −� ANPRBS (1)

yq[η] ≈
P−1∑
p=0

αq,p x p

[
η − Fs Rq,p

c0

]
ej2π f q,p

D η/Fs ejφq,p + z[η] (2)

rq,p
n ≈ αq,p ψ

[
n − Fs Rq,p

c0

]
ejφq,p

P−1∑
�=0

A−1∑
a=1

ej2π f q,p
D n�/Fs +

P−1∑
�=0

c p
�

A−1∑
a=1

z
[
n�], n� = n + a NPRBS +� ANPRBS (3)
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Fig. 1. Degradation of the processing gain for different combinations of the number of transmit channels P and repetitions for accumulation A: simulated
for (a) P = 2, (b) P = 4, (c) P = 8, and (d) P = 16, and measured (at | fD/[
 f/(P A)]| ∈ {0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1}) for (e) P = 2, (f) P = 4, (g) P = 8, and
(h) P = 16. In all cases, a good agreement between simulated and measured degradation of Gp is observed. The divergences at | fD/[
 f/(P A)]| = 1 can be
explained by the severe degradation of the processing gain and measurement noise. The corresponding Doppler shifts to the normalized axes in the previous
subfigures for Fs = 1 GHz and NPRBS = 1023 and different P and A pairs are shown in (i).

Fig. 2. Maximum tolerable relative radial velocity for γ = 0.6 in (a) auto-
motive and (b) gesture recognition scenarios.

the first out of each A PRBS repetitions, which according to
(4) becomes negligible for higher P and A values. To validate
the simulations, measurement results obtained via emulation of
a MIMO-PMCW radar system and the radar target simulator
(RTS) described in [20]–[23] on Xilinx’s Zynq UltraScale+
RFSoC ZCU111 are shown in Fig. 1(e)–(h).

To constrain the degradation of Gp, an upper bound
γ ∈ R≥0 on the normalized Doppler shift must be defined so
that

∣∣ fD,max/[
 f/(P A)]∣∣ < γ (6)

where fD,max is the Doppler shift of highest tolerable
absolute value. As an example, one must adopt γ = 0.45
if a Gp degradation of up to 3 dB can be tolerated.
To illustrate this condition, Fig. 2 shows the relative radial
velocity vmax = fD,max λc/2 associated with the tolerable
| fD/[
 f/(P A)]| ratio in the contexts of automotive and
gesture recognition applications. For the first MIMO-PMCW
radar system, Fs = 1 GHz and fc = 79 GHz were adopted,
which results in the range resolution 
R = 0.15 m, while

Fs = 12.5 GHz and fc = 140 GHz were adopted for the latter,
yielding 
R = 0.01 m. A maximum-length sequence (MLS)
with length NPRBS = 1023 was used in both cases, resulting
in maximum unambiguous ranges Rmax,unamb = 153.45 m and
Rmax,unamb = 12.28 m for the automotive and gesture recogni-
tion scenarios, respectively. Typical further parameterization
for the automotive scenario includes P = 4, A = 4, and a
total of M = 1024 blocks, resulting in the maximum unam-
biguous relative radial velocity |vmax,unamb| = 57.96 m/s and
the relative radial velocity resolution 
v = 0.11 m/s. With
γ = 0.45, the maximum tolerable relative radial velocity is
calculated as |vmax,tol| = 52, 17 m/s, which is lower than the
maximum unambiguous relative radial velocity and therefore
imposes a further velocity constraint to the system. In the
gesture recognition context, P = 4, A = 128, and M =
256 blocks are used, which yields |vmax,unamb| = 12.78 m/s
and 
v = 0.10 m/s. In this case, γ = 0.45 results in
|vmax,tol| = 11.50 m/s, which is, as in the automotive case,
lower than |vmax,unamb|.

IV. CONCLUSION

This letter discussed the Doppler shift tolerance of accu-
mulation and outer coding in the MIMO-PMCW radar sys-
tem. After deriving a closed-form expression of the effective
processing gain at a given Doppler shift, a normalized Doppler
shift by key parameters of the MIMO-PMCW radar system
was introduced. Based on this normalization, virtually the
same degradation of the processing gain was observed for all
considered combinations of numbers of PRBS repetitions for
accumulation and outer coding. Consequently, the proposed
parameter directly relates the number of PRBS repetitions and
the degradation of the processing gain, allowing a straightfor-
ward prediction of the latter.
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